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ABSTRACT

The pion-rho exchange three-body force 's

derived by means^of Lagrangians which are approximately

invariant under chiral and gauge transformations. The leading

contribution to the potential arises from a seagull diagram,

which corresponds to forces that are dominantly repulsive and

comparable to those due to the exchange of two pions. The

qualitative features of 9m results are analysed by .neans of

plots of the energy of the trinucleon system. ( QAC^I^X/ }
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of three-body forces (3BF) has a

long history. Neverthless, only recently one has achieved a

good understanding of the dynamical origins of the force due

to the exchange of two pions (TTTTE-3BF) , which is the most

important class of forces of this tvpe ~ . This success is

a consequence of the application of Chiral symmetry to the

problem.

The ITTTE-3BF is based on an intermediate wN

scattering amplitude for off-shell pions that cannot, of course,

be directly measured. It becomes necessary the use of a

theoretical amplitude which should reproduce on-shell irN

data a;A also be suitable for off-shell extrapolation. Chiral

symme _> . allows us to construct such an amplitude. This

symir •/ describes the interactions of low-energy pions with

othfi a idrons by assuming that they are approximately invariant

unde: '.ransformations of the group 3U(2) * SU(2). The synmetry

bee:- *s exact in the unphysical limit in which the four-nanenta

of t'-.e pions vanish.

A further advantage associated with the employ-

ment of Chiral symmetry is that we are entitled to use all the

nice features of a covariant field theory when we choose to

implement it by means of effective Lagrangians. In this case

a clear dynamical meaning is ascribed to the terms of the

amplitude describing a particular process.

In this work we study the 3BF due to the exchange

of a pion and a rho-meson (TCE-3BF), which involves an inter-

mediate off-shell amplitude for the process "N*cN . The

interaction» of rho-masons with other hadrons are approximately

gauge invariant. Hence the intermediate amplitude is calculated
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by means of an effective Lagrangian which is approximately

invariant under both chiral and gauge transformations. This

choice strongly influences our final results.

The theoretical amplitude for the process

•tN+pN can be tested in several intermediate energy reactions

such as TN+TTTTN , NN+wNN , ird*NN and others. The assumption

that the isovector part of the hadronic electromagnetic current

is dominated by neutral rho mesons allows us to relate this

theoretical amplitude to electromagnetic form factors and

magnetic moments, as well as to photo and electro-production

of picns from nuclftons. These last two reactions are somewhat

simpler than the others and allow a more direct test of the

amplitude TTN+ON . In this work we rely on phenomenological

parameters extracted from these two processes ~ .

The theoretical amplitude for the process

rrN+pN is derived in the next section. This amplitude is

employed in section III in order to construct the 3BF. In

section IV we study the features of this force by means of

diagrams and in section V we summarize our conclusions.

II. THE TN-oN AMPLITUDE

The amplitude for the process ira(k)N(P)* Oy(q)N(P')

involving virtual bosons is denoted by Ta . The dynamical

content of this amplitude, as tested in the reactions YN-»ITN

and eK-»eirN , is depicted in Fig. 1. The nucleon-pole, seagull

and pion-exchange diagrams are not gauge invariant when considered

\ in isolation. When they are taken together, however cancellations

of large terms occur and the symmetry is achieved. In the
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calculation of 3BF, on the other hand, a cancellation of this

type does not occur, since here we need only the part of the

first diagram describing backward propagation in time. This

contribution is negligible as we show below. The pion-exchange

diagram has already been included in the HTTE-3BF and it

should not be considered in the npE-3BF in order to avoid

double counting. So, out of the first three diagrams, only the

seagull contributes significantly to the TtpE-3BF. In fact,

this contribution is so large that to some extent the short

range of the force is offset. Finally, the last diagram

corresponds to the excitation of the A-resonance. Recently

it has been claimed that this diagram would be responsible

for the leading contribution to the irpE-3BF. Our study of

the trinucleon system, howeverfshows that the excitation of

the A amounts to about 10% of the total force.

In the remainder of this section we evaluate

the diagrams of Fig. 1. For the sake of completeness we

consider even the pion-exchange diagram, which does not con-

tribute to the itpE-3BF. The vertices in these diagrams are

extracted from the following terms of a Lagrangian which is

(9)approximately invariant under gauge and chiral transformations .

Is N 7 . [ Y \ 5 3 U $ | N (D

Vv

* *j
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The symbols t , p , N and A correspond to

the fields of pion, rho, nucleon and delta, whereas T and tK

are matrices that produce isovectors when sandwiched between

two nucleons or a nucleon and a delta. The parameters n and

£ represent the possibility of spin 1/2 components in the

off-pole delta wave-function. The universal rho coupling

constant is denoted by y whereas u and u are the

proton and neutron anomalous magnetic moments.

The TTN -*pN amplitude can be decomposed as

T a b - <5 . T + + i e . T T " . (7)
u ab a abe c u

The amplitudes T" receive contributions from the diagrams of

Fig. 1 and hence they are written as

Tí = K^ + Vs + Vv + Kh (8)

where the subscripts N , S , IT and A stand for nucleon-pole,

seagull, pion-exchanqe and delta-pole. The evaluation of these

amplitudes produces the following results:

(9)
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s-nr

f(P+k)w (P-k)(

s-m2 u-m2 f
+2m

(P+k)

9-m2

(P+k)

u-tn
' u

2 ''

(10)

I°!a
2m

(12)

(13)

2m U ' 5 (14)

— — + ——I Íma+(q2-2m2)6 + 3M2(k2-q.k-2m2-2nM.
s-Hl U-MV (

' A " A

) *

' i l l ( n"' I
| -=- j - - -=-^1 *» + 2m(nHMA) + 2q.k 1 - ^j (1-Ç) + 2k2 (1-Ç) + 2q2

'A " " " A

- 4m2íl - JS.] + 4m (P4k)
2
'A

L—31 - " i J'A " A '

• 2 Í 1 - J • 2[m[l - f) - Ma(l-n, ( I - 5 ) ] Y V eis)
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iO.-^-Y."'1— —} [TO + (q2-2m2) - 3M2(k2-2q.k-2rn2-2m M.)] +

2q.P Jl - } (1-

* U-M?
a a

S-M2 u-M2 j
A A J

2|m[l -

In the above expressions we have used the

following variables:

s = (p+IOz = (p'+q)I i—\ 2 (17)

v = (p-k)- - (p'-k)2 (18)

t = (k-q) (19)

P = (p+p1) (20)

- m'

(21)

(22)

It is worth noting that the gauge invariance of
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the interactions requires the amplitudes to be conserved, that

is, to satisfy the condition

qU -T -- 0 . (23)

The amplitudes T
U ) N and

 Ty)« a*e individually conserved.

The gauge condition for T~) M , T~)_ and T~) , on the other
\i N M o M IT

hand, holds only when these amplitudes are taken together,

since the seagull and pion-exchange contributions cancell the

last two terms in eq. (10).

III. THE PION-RHO EXCHANGE THREE BODY POTENTIAL

The three-body potential is extracted from the

scattering amplitude for three unbounded nucleons, which

corresponds to permutations of the diagrams of Fig. 2. In this

figure va and v represent the TTN and pN vertices and

T a denotes the amplitude for the reaction TTN*PN in which

we have suppressed the diagrams corresponding to pion-exchange

and nucleons propagating forward in time. This suppression is

required since the former process has already been included in

the ITITE-3BF and the latter corresponds to the iteration of a

two-body force.

The amplitude for the process depicted in Fig.2

is denoted by T ^ and is given by

(24)
•-m
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The momenta of the nucleons bound in nuclei are

assumed to be of order of the pion mass. Thus we use the non-

relativistic limit of eq. (24) , that is given by

•*'"•* LÍ<I'-Í<" < i" • * '"'-^ * *\ A
(25)

where t and j denote, respectively, the non-relativistic

limits of the amplitudes T~ and of the isovector nucleon

current. This last four vector is

= [2m» - i d+Up-Mn) q * f f
( 1 ) t P , | . (26)

The amplitudes t receive contributions from

nucleons propagating backward in time, seagull term and delta

pole. The first of these contribution is obtained by means of

the following decomposition of the numerator of the nucleon

propagator:

- (E-po)v(-p)v(-p)1 (27)

where p is the energy of the propagating nucleon and

E * i^n2+p2 .

A backward propagating nucleon is thus described

by the nucleon pole amplitude in which the nucleon propagator

is replaced by

2_E2 If 2e(po
o

I2 - _!*•">_. Í28»

If 2e(po+É) * l28)
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Using this new propagator we obtain the contri-

bution of nucleons propagating backward in time, which is

denoted by t" and given by

• 2m [i.V' 0-* + 2mko5.
(1)í - J.iK*0.^ - i k* « q.f\] (29).f\]

• 2m [q.ft(1).S + Í
2;(l>.? - *.ft(l).q + i K * D-Pi]} (30)

The seaqull contribution is obtained from eqs.

(11,12)

Finally, the delta-pole corresponds to the

following non-relativistic amplitudes:

.+ . 2YAgA

M2^,2 I ° L a ' L

2+2mM a+m
2-(M 2-m 2) (1-Ç))k2 j c ( 1 ).q + jQ2m I-6M2 q.íc +

u u ü ' A A A

- (M'-m2) jm(l-nC/2) - M^d-n) (1-Ç)II ("joq.?,5
(t) .f + 2m i )c x q.?! J (32)
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j . t ~ = - i - A l — L _ | j 2 m ( 2 n n - q . P , ) iirr+mM. -(MJE-m2) ( l - n / 2 ) (K) j a ( 1 ) . q +
A A

r "i

;-m2) (md-nt/2) - M.(l-n) (1-Ç)) I

(33)

Using the form of j given by eq. (26) we see

that the nucleon contribution is of order u2/m2 smaller than

the seagull one, for one has

j.tj - j . t^ - V g u £

yo

These results allow us to neglect the contribution of backward

propagating nucleons.

The three-body potential in momentum space is

defined as

(34)

In this work we consider only the local part

of the potential and therefore the velocity dependent terms

in eqs. (31-33) are neglected. Moreover, in order to apply

this potential to the trinucleon problem we evaluate its

expectation value between totally antisymmetric spin and

isospin states . Denoting this expectation value by (...),

we have
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-. fgl'oMp^xt;
(2mj rr ri 2

+ ( 6 1 + 6 2 ) ( q . Ê ) 2 + 63 * 2 q 2 + 5» frq.ÊI (35)

where

61
2 YAgA m
3 y^" V

2 AgA [ A ]
9 V ( 1 + V V , ( 3 7 )

m{2mMA-m
2-(MA-m)[m(l-nÇ/2)-MA(l-n)(1-

M.(M.-m)

( 3 9 )

These expressions allovr us to assess the

relative importance of the seagull and delta contributions to

the potential. In order to do so we need the numerical values

of the parameters entering the equations above. We adopt whe

following values for the masses: v = 139.57 MeV , m • 776.0 MeV,

m = 938.28 MeV , Mfi * 1220.0 MeV
(7). The coupling constants

are g = 13.39 , gA » 1.84 p"
1(7), Y Q - 6.00 , y^ * 2.00 J"'.

The value of y has been extracted from the relation Y O *

3 mp//2 fn , where fit is the pion decay constant whose
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value is taken to be fir = 91 MeV. The pNA coupling constant

is related to the yNA form factor C by y. = CY . The

value of the parameter C can be extracted from electroproduction

amplitudes and in this work we adopt the value C = 0.34 u

The study of electroproduction processes also yield the values

n=2 and £=3 for the off shell delta coupling constants.

These experimental parameters produce the following

values for the strength of the delta relative to the seagull:

<5i = -0.10 u~* , Sz = -0.01 u~2 , 63 = -0.06 u~2 , 61, < 0.01 u"2.

These figures show that the delta contribution is rather smaller

than that of the seagull. Hence in the remiander of the work

we consider only the latter contribution to the 3BF. Using

the above mentioned relation between Y O and fn we obtain

our final form for the potential in momentum space.

«s« (40,

In this work we are mostly concerned with the

qualitative features of the irpE-3BF . Hence, before going to

coordinate space, it is worthwhile to compare this potential

with the ITITE-3BF, that is given by i 3' 4 )

1 pi? ̂ r ir {•.«•

2m
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where k and k' denote the pion momenta. The parameters at

and B describe the nN a-term and their role in the TmE-3BF
a

is discussed in detail in refs. (3,4).

Comparing both potentials one notes that the

irpE-3BF has the same structure as the term proportional to a

in eq. (41), which corresponds to S-waves in the intermediate

TTN system and is mainly repulsive, as we will see below. Their

relative magnitude is displayed by the ratio

m ,

q2+mD
2 fir2 2m = 1 + l t ' 2 /u 2

 x 0.82 ( 4 2 )

»i % 1 + q a /m 2 1 . 0 5

Jí'2+U2 U2

where we have used the numerical values of refs. (3,4). This

ratio shows that for low momenta both potentials are ocnparable,

since the short range nature of the npE-3BF is offset by its

magnitude.

The potential in coordinate space is given by

«r'r'r1 lwnp Ir r r >) =

. I ̂ L ... A . 5.(P;....-P,, e
ii[-!'....*•*•[.aai

(2.)' 12»)' I I*»'

( t 1 r p )"

j ( 2 IT ) 2 (2n)2 " j_ (2m) 3J
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where we have used the notation

j = ri " rj •
(44)

Using the explicit forro of (t3[j) and replacing

momentum variables in the numerator by derivatives we obtain

(45,

where

U p(r)

4_n
U

4it

u

( 2 i r ) 3

dq
( 2 i t ) 3

™ XQ • r

q2 +P2

,-w

ur

(46)

(47)

The potential in which the intermediate

reaction involves nucleon 1 is given by

(48)

Evaluating the action of the derivatives on the functions U

we obtain the following expression for w1TD(l)

, (1+wD-un)
!5í! cos9j v mp

x_2 zm

ü](r12)U?(r,,) + üfíruJü^ír,,),' (49)
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where

r 1 2 " r 3 1

cose, = - Ü (50)
r i2 r31

f(r) = - Í1 + J L1 IU?<r) = - [1 + jjj^j 2 _ _ (52)

The f inal rorm of the irpE-3BF i s given by

w*p = C? p {cos 8! [ u 7 ( r i a ) O p ( r M ) + U? ( r a f )U* ( r , , ) ] +

+ cyclic permutations} . (53)

The coefficient C? p is

and its numerical value is

^p = - 118.7 MeV . (55)

This is a huge number compared to the corresponding

coefficient of the TTWE-3BF which is l 3' 4 ) C*v = -0.92 MeV.

Both potentials are comparable even for internucleo" distances

of order of v~l , whereas for smaller distances the irpE-3BF

dominates. These remarks bring the problem of assessing how

realistic are the results of the present calculation.
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The most obvious non-realistic aspects of the

above results concerns the behaviour of the functions U, and

Uj at short distances, since their diverge as 1/r2. This

shortcomming could be avoided by recalling that there is a

short distance repulsion between nucleons which could be

simulated by a hard core of radius r . This would anount to

setting tTir) = Up (r) = 0 for r<rQ , makü.g the potential

discontinuous at this point.

A more popular choice for the solution of this

short distance problem is the introduction of form factors in

the boson-nucleon vertices. In the case of the irirE-3BF , for

example, the inclusion of form factors modify the function

uNr) as follows (3'4)

J L Çhl (A!z£l} (56)
(2TT)3 P+U2 U '

where A is a phenomenoiogical parameter. This integral is

well behaved at the origin and apparently we are left only

with the task of finding suitable values for A . This use of

form factors is not, however, unproblematic from a theoretical

view point, since realistic values of A are of order of the

nucleon mass. Hence form factors introduce corrections which

are of the same order of magnitude as those due to relativity,

which have been neglected throughout the calculation.

The real problem associated with the functions

Un(r) and Up(r) is that the non-relativistic nature of bound

nucleons has not been implemented mathematically in eqs. (46,47).

This fact makes it disputable, for instance, the result of the

action of the momentum operator on Up(r), for we have
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f

This operation shows that derivatives correspond to momenta of

order of mp , which are not compatible with the non-relativistic

assumption that pervades this work. This example suggests

that, if this assumption were properly implemented in eq. (47),

the last factor in eq. (54) would be replaced by another of

order p , producing the value C^p = -21.3 MeV. The problem

of the mathematical implementation of the non-relativistic

assumption into eqs. (46,47) will be discussed elsewhere. In

this work we limit ourselves to the use of a hard core, since

here we are mostly interested in the qualitative aspects of

the irpE-3BF , which are discussed in the next section.

IV. GRAPHICAL STUDY

In this section we study the qualitative features

of the irpE-3BF by means of energy diagrams, following the
(12)work of Brandenburg and Glõckle . The

due to two-body interactions is given by

(12)work of Brandenburg and Glõckle '. The trinucleon energy

pairs

w 2 B . (58)

2B
The two-body energy w,, is assumed to be well described by

the Reid soft-core potential. Using Reid's notation, we have

..2B r 1 (59)
pairs
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where V(3St) receives contribution from the central potential

only.

The energy diagrams are constructed by fixing

the positions of two of the nucleons and using the third as a

probe. The coordinate system used to describe the positions

of the nucleons is represented in Pig. 3, where x is the

distance between the fixed nucleons. In Fig. 4, we show the

equipotentials derived from eq. (59) for the value x = 0.88 fm,

2B
corresponding to the minimum of w,. .

The TT7TE-3BF is usually divided into two pieces,

associated to the s and p waves of the intermediate irN

amplitude. These partial contributions are denoted by w1111

and w7™ and their energy diagrams are given in Figs. 5 and 6.

The figure describing w ™ is rather different from the

corresponding one in the work of Brandenburg and Glõckle.

Indeed, the s-wave potential displayed in that work contains an

attractive region which is comparable to that due to p-waves,

whereas in our calculation we have obtained a w7711 that is
s

mostly repulsive and at least one order of magnitude smaller

than the p-wave contribution. The origin of this discrepancy

can be traced back to the way the contribution of the TTN

a-term has been treated in both works.

In the paper of Coelho, Das and Robilotta, which

serves as basis for the present study, the a-term contribution

has been parametrized in such a way that its contribution to

the 3BF is proportional to

In the work of Brandenburg and Glõckle, on the other hand, the
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results of ref. 'D are used, and the term corresponding to

eq. (60) o.s giren by

This term can be rewritten as

s
[a-2u2c] + cfg ^-2 + ^-3— g ] } . (62)

The first bracket this equation is equivalent

to eq. (60) since

- a = a - 2y2 c = 2- (63)
a fir2

where a is the irN a-term. The second bracket, however,

describes a 3BF in which the propagation of one of the pions

is replaced by a contact interaction that corresponds to a

6-function in configuration space. Thxs situation does not

change much when we allow g to become the irN form-factor,

for this term would represent "contact" interactions between

nucleons that are not point like. These "contact" interactions

are not realistic because very small internucleon distances are

presented by the repulsive core of the two-nucleon interaction.

Contact terms should, therefore, be neglected before one goes

to configuration space.

The combined contribution of two-body and nuE

forces represents the background for the npE-3BF and it is

displayed in Pig. 7. Inspecting this contour plot we note that
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the introduction of the TTITE-3BF favours the triangular

configuration.

We show, in Fig. 8, the equipotentials for the

wpE-BBF derived in this work using the value of C^p given

by eq. (55). This value corresponds, as we pointed out ?bove,

to a 3BF that could be unrealistically large because the non-

reiativistic condition for the nuclecns has not been properly

implemented. This fact does not prevent, however, the possi-

bility of a qualitative study. The main characteristic of the

TpE-3BF is that it is mostly repulsive, acting in the opposite

direction of w"v. In order to have a feeling of the joint

effect of all the forces considered in this work we display in

Figs. 9 and 10 the total potential for C*p = -118.7 MeV and

C,0 - -21.3 MeV. The latter value is motivated by the hope that

the non-relativistic consistency of the calculations would be

roughly simulated when we replace \i for the last m in

eq. (54).

V. SUMMARY

In this work we have derived a pion-rho exchange

three-body potential using effective Lagrangians that are

approximately chiral and gauge symmetric. This approach allows

a clear identification of the dynamical origin of the various

terms of the three-body force. The leading contribution to the

potential comes from the seagull term, which is a typical

product of a gauge Lagrangian. This term is one order of

magnitude larger than those arising from the excitation of the

A-resonance.
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The three-body force deri/ed here is comparable

to that due to the exchange of two pions, having the same

structure as its component related to s-waves in the intermediate

TIN amplitude. The pion-rho force is rainly repulsive and its

contribution tends to cancell that of the two-pion force. The

extent of this cancellation is difficult to assess since it is

related to the use of hard-cores, form factors and the delicate

problem of how to implement mathematically the non-relativistic

condition for bound nucleons.
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